
The Insight Analyzer is an analytical tool for exploring the models and semantic relationships contained in 
the Digital Enterprise Graph. Use the Insight Analyzer to identify gaps and predict impacts in your roadmap 
towards desired business outcomes, providing a much deeper understanding than examining models in 
isolation. Interact in real time with the Digital Enterprise Graph, exploring relationships between people, 
activities and information to identify synergies, responsibilities, risks, dependencies and change impacts. 
Gain quantitative and qualitative insights based on the interrelationship between graph elements by 
exploring emerging patterns of proximity, hierarchy and grouping.

The Insight Analyzer enables strategic planners, analysts and architects to:

Analyze alignment with enterprise architecture 
and reference frameworks
Gain insights by exploring the graph through 
filtering and traversal

Interact with a dashboard of entities within your 
organization’s architecture
Visualize relationships between organizational 
strategy and operational models
Perform impact analysis based on interconnec-
tions within the graph
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Insight Analyzer

Part of the Digital Enterprise Suite

The Digital Enterprise Suite is a complete collaborative cloud-based visualization, innovation, transformation and improvement 
software suite. It enables non-technical business people to align strategies to operations while considering both the outside-in 
and inside-out perspectives.

Trisotech’s customers gain competitive advantage by obtaining unique insights from the various models created using the Suite, 
harnessing the power of the Trisotech Digital Enterprise Graph – a semantic model of your organization. 

For more information, contact us at sales@trisotech.com or see our website for more details at www.trisotech.com. All products 
in the Digital Enterprise Suite run in most modern browsers on desktops, laptops, tablets and mobile devices.
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Navigate the Digital Enterprise Graph:

Visualize the interconnections between the different types 
of graph nodes: entities, activities, goals, actors, events and 
systems

See the overall view, then zoom in or filter for specific 
nodes or types to understand relationships and 
dependencies

Group the nodes by the model in which they originate

Focus on an individual node to see direct connections, 
then zoom out to see the broader context

Search across all node types

See an aggregate assessment of your graph and models:

Number of nodes and connections, with a breakdown by 
node type

Degree of alignment with enterprise architecture and 
other frameworks

Direct navigation to the graph, file or node view for a 
selected node
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Perform interactive visual analysis, such as:

Determine the role ultimately responsible for an activity, 
by tracing through a chain of responsibility

Determine system-wide “where used” for elements such 
as documents and files

Find the most highly connected nodes in the graph, which 
represent greatest risk if changed

Analyze the impact of change by examining what is 
connected to a node in the graph


